COFFEE HOUR IN FLENSBURG
Stories of War and Peace, of Love and Adventure
ANNOTATED CHAPTER LIST
Chap. I

The Ancestors (1830s to 1920)

A look at two families whence came my parents: Nordic farmers and Berlin
bourgeoisie, a joining that allows an understanding of their views, their ambitions,
their character traits—the cause for so much misunderstanding. Finally, it was also
the source of their strength to endure and eventually find solace in family life.
Chap. II

The Immigrants (1920 to 1932)

Immigrating to the United States separately, my parents married in New York
in 1927. My father, an engineer, found success in building docks, highways and hotels
in New York and Florida. My mother was introduced to the artistic world of New
York through her sister, married to an anarchist intellectual. Mother’s brief career as a
member of the Art Singers of New York placed her into the fellowship of musicians
associated with the early incarnation of the Juilliard School of Music. Asthma soon
made performance impossible, and she left for Germany in early 1932, refusing to
return to the States. The chapter ends with my father’s letters to his absent wife,
expressing his love and willingness to give up his business and return to Germany,
straight into the disaster of Hitler’s coming to power.
Chap. III.

The Price of Love (Germany 1933 to 1943)

Moves and separation reveal the unsettled nature of that return. Leaving the
brick and cement factory in northern Germany, where I was born, my mother moved
to Lamsdorf in eastern Germany, now Poland. There we two lived with her younger
sister and brother-in-law. I discovered that this small town, site of my warmest
memories as a cosseted child, was also the locale of the horrifying Stalag-VIIIB
prisoner camp. Was there innocence in every encounter, terror and guilt behind
golden memories?

Chap. IV.

At Home in Graz (1943 to 1946)

The family, finally reunited, established residence in Graz, Austria (Why? To
protect my mother whose ancestry was possibly Jewish; to remove my father, the
American citizen, from danger? Was there help and protection from people in
powerful positions?) It was here that the family experienced war, bombings and
occupation by Russian and British forces. In mid-1946, our citizenship restored, my
father and I were evacuated to the States, hoping to find a way to get an exit visa for
my mother. Four long years of separation followed.

Chap. V.

America (1946 to 1947)

A one-year stay in New York brought the realization that my father was too ill
and too old to compete with young engineers returning from military service. A
fateful decision took us two to Angola, Africa, a desperate failure for my father, a
form of heaven for his daughter. Love of adventure, love between father and
daughter, made us a team with bonds that lasted a lifetime.
Chap. VI.

Angola, Africa (1947 to 1950)

Three years of living on a coffee and cattle plantation in deepest Angola
brought the experiences of life in colonial settings, the “old Africa” of white nostalgia
and black suffering. Africa forms people in ways that remain imprinted on the soul. It
demands self-reliance, practicality, inventiveness; in return it gives love for the land
and its native people.
Chap. VII.

Flensburg—Healing (1950 to 1958)

In 1949, as a thirteen-year-old girl, I brought my father home to Germany on a
stretcher, forced to carry out administrative or logistical tasks he could only direct
from bedside. The return brought healing for a time, reunited the family and became
the setting of stories at coffee hour that painted my parents’ lives.
Chap. VIII.

Death in Schleswig (1958 to 1959)

My father’s suffering, a combination of arthritis and caisson disease, a “gift”
of building under water before pressurized cabins were invented, dominated our lives
to his death in 1959. Again, letters bring clarity and explain a final gift of love to his
daughter: choosing to spend the remains of life in an institution, thus enabling her to
attend the university of Hamburg.

